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PHYSICAL REVIEW B, VOLUME 64, 195320
Storage qubits and their potential implementation through a semiconductor double quantum dot

Ehoud Pazy,1 Irene D’Amico,1,2 Paolo Zanardi,1,2 and Fausto Rossi1,2,3
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2Istituto Nazionale per la Fisica della Materia (INFM)
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In the context of a semiconductor-based implementation of a quantum computer the idea of a quantum
storage bit is presented and a possible implementation using a double-quantum-dot structure is considered. A
measurement scheme using a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum systems serving as computational devices h
been shown to potentially be able to perform informati
processing tasks intractable for devices relying on class
physics.1 This additional computational power provided b
quantum information processing devices, i.e., quantum c
puters, has motivated a large number of different propo
for possible implementations~see Ref. 2, and reference
therein!. A quantum computer should be able to perform
large number of gating operations within the typical decoh
ence time. One of the main problems with solid-state qu
tum computer proposals based on the charge degrees of
dom is to find a way to overcome the ‘‘fast’’ decoheren
times. This is a general problem: coherent quantum man
lations~gating! usually imply a need for strong external co
pling to the qubit degrees of freedom; on the other ha
strong coupling usually causes fast decoherence. A m
step in overcoming this problem has been recently propo
by Biolatti et al.3 In their proposal they suggest ultrafast ga
operations ~UGO’s! using laser pulses to drive energ
selected interband optical transitions. In the UGO propo
the qubit is implemented using excitonic degrees of freed
The UGO is much faster than gating by time-dependent e
trical fields.

Our paper is concerned with the question of finding
possible scheme to measure the state of a qubit in a s
state quantum computation implementation: in fact a furt
requirement for a quantum computer realization is the po
bility of performing projective measurements on qubits.2 For
the purpose of error correction one would like to be able
perform intermediate projective measurements on single
bits during the operation time of the quantum computer.
this to be possible, it is necessary to extract the informa
from a qubit on a time scale shorter than the decohere
time T2. Once again one faces the problem of short deco
ence time. The problem, in this case, is even more ac
since there is also a typical timeT1 for the decay of infor-
mation in the qubit due to the finite excitonic lifetime. Sho
T1 limits the available time for the measurement proce
even when no gating operations are being performed. Th
have been many recent proposals for measuring the qua
state of a solid-state implemented qubit, using a sing
electron transistor~SET!,4–6 tunnel junctions,7 and a ballistic
point-contact detector.8,9 These proposals as well as oth
models,10–13 which could be adapted to measure qub
0163-1829/2001/64~19!/195320~7!/$20.00 64 1953
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implemented using quantum dots, involve continuous m
surements schemes,14 i.e., schemes in which the curren
through the point contact or SET is being continuously m
sured. Regarding the UGO proposal continuous meas
ment schemes suffer major drawbacks. Since measurem
induces decoherence in the measured system, in the prop
measurement schemes there should be no net current flo
through the point contact or SET until one decides to m
sure. Thus the measurement process involves the switc
on of electric fields, involving again time scales which a
long compared to the decoherence timeT2 and the excitonic
lifetime T1. Furthermore, in these proposed measurem
schemes even when there is no net current flow through
measurement apparatus, i.e., no electric field, still there
current fluctuations. These current fluctuations induce a r
dom electric potential in the qubit, i.e., decoherence. In t
paper we will show a possible way to overcome these pr
lems via the use of a ‘‘storage qubit.’’ First we will introduc
the idea of the storage qubit, then the measurement of
qubit by the storage qubit will be described, and finally w
will present a possible implementation of the storage qu
using a double-quantum-dot~QD! structure.

II. STORAGE QUBIT

The idea of a storage qubit (S qubit! is to transfer infor-
mation from the qubit to another qubit~the S qubit! where
the information can reside for a long time; i.e., theS qubit
possess a largeT1 compared to the original qubit. Moreove
through the use of aS qubit one can increase the spati
distance between the qubit and the measurement device
creasing the decoherence rate when no measurement is
ing place. Due to its relatively largeT1, the information in-
side theSqubit can be extracted by the proposed continuo
measurement schemes without affecting the qubit. TheSqu-
bit will measure the qubit in a time that is ‘‘short’’ compare
to the decoherence time and store the information. The
neric way to describe this measurement is through the ‘‘c
trolled not’’ or c-not gate, which is also referred to as t
measurement gate.15 The measurement of the qubit by theS
qubit is thus described in the following way:

~au0QB&1bu1QB&)u0SQB&→au0QB&u0SQB&1bu1QB&u1SQB&,
~2.1!

whereu i QB& andu j SQB& ( i , j e$0,1%), are the qubit andS-qubit
states, respectively.16 This sort of measurement is just th
©2001 The American Physical Society20-1
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PAZY, D’AMICO, ZANARDI, AND ROSSI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195320
standard Von Neumann measurement model in which
time evolution operator is the generator of translations in
pointer basis,15 and the shift in the pointer basis is mad
accordingly to the initial state of the qubit: if the qubit
initially in stateu0QB&, the pointer state is shifted by 0; if th
qubit is initially in stateu1QB&, the pointer is shifted by 1.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF A STORAGE QUBIT

We now consider a possible implementation of anSqubit
with the use of the double-dot~DD! system described in a
recent paper by Hohenesteret al.17 This proposedS qubit
could be used for measuring the quantum state of the q
implementation proposed in the UGO scheme. We thus s
by describing the computational subspace as defined acc
ingly to UGO proposal.3 The qubit is implemented throug
excitonic degrees of freedom in a QD. The two possi
states of the qubit,u0QB& and u1QB&, consist of the absenc
and presence of a ground-state exciton in the QD, res
tively.

TheSqubit designed to measure the excitonic state of
QD consists of two coupled semiconductor QD’s. Throu
application of an external gate voltage a surplus hole oc
pies the DD system. TheS-qubit states are thus defined as
excess hole in the right QD,uR&, and excess hole in the le
QD, uL&.18 The original symmetry between the two states
lifted through the application of an electric fieldF5
215 kV/cm in the growth direction.17 Due to this field, the
energy levels are lowered in the left dot with respect to
right. For the measurement process of the qubit by thS
qubit we propose the use of coherent population transfe
coupled semiconductor QD’s, as recently proposed in R
17. The coherent population transfer~in this case the transfe
of excess hole from the left to the right QD! is achieved
through a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP!.19

The idea is to use the Coulomb interaction between the
citon in the QD and the surplus hole in the DD to detune
coherent population transfer in the DD~see Fig. 1!.

For the DD to be an implementation of aS qubit one
should check the following properties: first the measured
formation about the state of the QD stored inside the
should be long lived; i.e., statesuR& and uL& should be long
lasting. That is, the tunneling between them should occur
a much larger time scale than the decoherence procesT2
and the exciton recombination timeT1 in the QD. Second the
measurement of the qubit by theS qubit should be fast and
reliable. For the measurement to be fast, the typical time
extracting information on the excitonic state of the Q
should be much shorter thanT1 andT2. For the measuremen
to be reliable, the energy shift of the DD states due to
existence of an exciton on the QD should be larger than
energy uncertainty of the laser pulses and larger than
typical width of the energy levels due to interaction with t
environment.

It should be mentioned that in the coming sections
estimates presented are based on the same parameters u
Ref. 17, except for the distance between the two QD’s wh
has been extended to 100 Å. This change of the dista
19532
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between the dots will be discussed extensively when desc
ing the measurement scheme.

A. Estimation of the storage lifetime

We begin by showing that the statesuR& anduL& are long
lived. A rough estimate21 of the tunneling raten between
these two states can be given by their overlap times an
tempt frequency (n0), n5n0exp(22r/j), wherer is the dis-
tance between the two QD’s andj is the localization length.

n0 is of the order of several picoseconds and it can
approximated byn0'\/2mhl 2, where l 550 Å is the well
width. The localization length can be estimated byj
'\/A2mh(V2E), whereV2E5200 meV is the effective
potential barrier between the two hole states andmh
50.34m0 (m0 is the free electron mass! is the hole mass.
Taking the distance between the two QD’s to ber 5100 Å,
one gets a tunneling time of the order of 1 ns. The na
approximation for the tunneling time between the two D
states,uR& and uL&, is orders of magnitude larger than th
typical timeT2 for the QD exciton state.

In a more refined estimate of the tunneling time betwe
the two hole states, one has to consider the effects of
coupling to the phonon environment. The major effect of t
coupling to phonons is an activational process. As mentio
there is an applied external electric field opposite to
growth direction. Due to this field, the energy levels a
modified byDE'20 meV in the left dot with respect to th
right. Therefore there is a further exponential reduction te
exp(2DE/kBT), where T is the temperature andkB is the
Boltzmann constant, when tunneling fromuL& to uR&. This
factor is due to the fact that the tunneling is inelastic and o

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the implemented qubit~QD-!
storage qubit~DD! structure. The double-dot states are labeleduL&
and uR& and correspond to a hole in the left dot or in the righ
respectively. The degeneracy between these two states is lifte
an external electric field.~a! State of DD corresponding to an exc
ton in the QD the STIRAP is detuned and the hole remains in s
uL&. ~b! State of DD corresponding to no exciton in the QD
STIRAP is not detuned and hole is transferred to stateuR&.
0-2
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STORAGE QUBITS AND THEIR POTENTIAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195320
has to consider the probability of absorbing a phonon
energyDE. For temperatures of the order of a few kelvi
the time information stored in stateuR& is extremely long and
the transition betweenuR& to uL& is highly improbable.22

B. Measurement using a STIRAP process

Before describing the proposed measurement proces
give a short description of the STIRAP process in the D
structure. The STIRAP process consists of three states,
of which are the long-lived lower energy statesuR& and uL&,
between which there are no dipole allowed transitions. B
these levels (uR& and uL&) are instead dipole coupled to
third, higher-energy state, in this case a charged exciton s
labeleduX1&. Through the use of two delayed laser puls
coherent population transfer can be achieved betweenuL&
and uR& without ever occupying stateuX1&. The first pulse
~‘‘Stokes’’! is tuned to theR-X1 resonance and the secon
pulse~‘‘pump’’ ! is tuned to theL-X1 resonance.

For the STIRAP process to be effective the coupling
the excited stateuX1& to the two long-lived states should b
of the same order. Moreover, the two long-lived states sho
be nondegenerate. In Ref. 17 this is achieved first by
electric field~in the growth direction!, which lifts the origi-
nal degeneracy of statesuR& and uL&, and second, wherea
the hole states are localized, the electron wave function
the excited stateuX1& is split between the two QD’s. This
splitting of the electron wave function allows the couplin
between theuX1& state to the two statesuR& anduL& to be of
the same order. In our proposed scheme for the impleme
tion of an S qubit, we have increased the parameter for
spatial separation between the two wells tor 5100 Å. This
localizes the ground state and the first excited states of
electron in one of the QD’s. To have an electron wa
function23 which is spread in a similar way over the tw
QD’s, which is needed for an effective STIRAP process, o
can think of two options. The first is using a charged exci
in which the holes are in the ground states in both QD’s a
the electron is in a high-energy level in the QD’s, i.e., co
parable to the confining potential. Thus in this case the p
poseduX1& excited state of our implementation scheme
composed of two localized hole functions in the two QD
and an electron wave function which is split between
wells ~see Fig. 2!.

A second possibility is to have the holes again in th
ground state and the electron excited to a continuum le
above the QD confining potential. In this case the char
exciton state is a hybrid state of a confined exciton state
the hole and a bulk exciton state for the electron. The typ
length scales for the hole wave function are given in this c
by the confining potential width,l 550 Å and for the elec-
tron by the Bohr radiusaB595 Å. Both the above possibl
excited states foruX1& are very susceptible to decoherenc
Especially the hybrid state where the electron is in a c
tinuum level bound to the hole by Coulomb interaction
prone to decoherence: in fact outside the QD the electro
not shielded by the QD confining potential from interacti
with phonons or other decoherencing mechanisms.
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The measurement of the QD state~exciton or absence o
exciton in the QD! is based on exploiting the Coulomb in
teraction between the exciton and the charged states in
DD, i.e., the hole in the left~right! dot and charged exciton
The idea is to use the shift of the energy levels in the DD d
to Coulomb interaction with the QD, to detune the coher
population transfer, in a way similar to what is done in t
c-not gating operation in Ref. 3. The presence of an exc
in the QD prevents the coherent transfer of the excess
from the left QD to the right QD of our DD by detuning th
STIRAP process~see Fig. 1!.

Concerning decoherence, one requires from the meas
ment device, i.e., the DD, to not decohere the QD when
measurement is taking place. This requirement is fulfil
since the presence of the hole in the DD apparatus does
disturb the QD states; rather, it causes a constant~time inde-
pendent on the scale of the computation time! shift of the
energy levels. Thus the measuring device will not affect
quantum computer when the measurement is not tak
place.

Regarding the typical time on which the measurem
takes place, the measurement of the state of the QD by
DD occurs on a time scale which is given by the duration
the laser pulses ‘‘Stokes’’~‘‘pump’’ ! which induce the coher-
ent population transfer. The duration of the laser pulses i
the order of 10 ps.17 Thus the typical time for extracting
information on the state of the QD is fast compared to
exciton dephasing and recombination times@the dephasing
time being of the order of 100 ps~Ref. 17!#.

C. Shift of the energy levels of the double quantum dot

The measurement process of the QD by the DD is d
via the detuning of the STIRAP process. The STIRAP p
cess is rather robust: since in the adiabatic limit its efficien
is unaffected by perturbations of the virtual intermedia
state and also since it lacks sensitivity to a small detuning
this state, still it is susceptible to detuning. In order for t
STIRAP to take place one needs the adiabatic condition to

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the charged exciton state in
double-dot structure,uX1&. The two holes are in their ground state
while the electron is an excited state such that its wave functio
split between the QD’s.
0-3
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FIG. 3. Shift of energy levels of the DD as
function of the distance from the QD. The dis
tance is measured from the center of the elect
wave function in the QD to the center of the le
~closest! QD of the DD configuration. For the
case of an excited electron state spread over
dots we took the typical length scale for the wa
function, in the growth direction, to be 100 Å
Results are presented for Gaussian and ‘‘poi
like’’ wave functions for two cases: electron wav
function split between the QD’s and electro
wave function spread over the two QD’s.
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fulfilled, i.e., Vt@1, wheret is the duration of the pulse
overlap andV is the typical Rabi frequency associated w
the STIRAP process. A much stronger constraint is that
initial and final levels have to be in resonance in order
fulfill the energy conservation requirement during t
transfer.24 For the measurement process we need the STIR
to take placeonly when there isno exciton in the QD.

We shall now show how the existence of an exciton
stroys the probability for a STIRAP process to take place
first, detuning the intermediate level such that the adiab
condition is not fulfilled and, more important, by moving th
final and initial levels out of resonance. When an~energy!
detuning Dp of the pump laser from resonance with th
L-X1 transition and a detuning of the Stokes laser from
R-X1 transitionDs are introduced, the Hamiltonian for th
three-level system within the rotating wave approximat
introducing has the form19

H5
\

2
@~VpuX1&^Lu1VsuX1&^Ru1H.c.!12DpuX1&

3^X1u12~Dp2Ds!uR&^Ru#, ~3.1!

whereVp andVs are the coupling Rabi frequencies, corr
sponding to the pump and Stokes pulses, respectively.

We first consider the case when the two-photon resona
condition applies, i.e.,Dp5Ds . The instantaneous eigen
states and eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian, Eq.~3.1!, are
given by

ua0&5cosuuL&2sinuuR&, v050

ua6&}sinuuL&6cot61fuX1&1cosuuR&,

v65Dp6ADp
21Vp

21Vs
2, ~3.2!

whereu is the mixing angle defined by tanu5Vp /Vs andf
is given by the detuning and Rabi frequencies and is of
importance in the ensuing discussion.ua0& is referred to as
the ‘‘dark state’’ since it includes no contributions from th
‘‘leaky state’’ uX1&.

The condition for an adiabatic transfer is given byuv6

2v0ut@1. For the parameters used in the paper of Hohen
ter et al.17 (Vs,p51.0 meV, t510 ps) when the the lase
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detuningDp becomes of the order of the effective Rabi fr
quency Ve f f5AVp

21Vs
2, the adiabatic condition is no

longer fulfilled. In this case the STIRAP process is detun
when the levels in the DD are shifted such that the ene
difference for the transitionL-X1 is shifted by more than
1.0 meV. When the adiabatic condition is no longer fulfille
one has a nonvanishing probability for occupying the lea
state. Once the leaky state is occupied there is a high p
ability of a transition to a different state, i.e., not one of t
three states used for the STIRAP process. In this way
hole transfer from the left QD to the right does not ta
place.

As described in the Appendix, we have estimated th
when the electron wave function of the excited exciton st
is split between the two QD’s, then up to a distance
170 Å between the QD and DD, the energy level shift in t
DD due to the presence of an exciton in the QD is bigg
than 1.0 meV~see Fig. 3!. It is worthwhile to note that using
an excited state which is a hybrid between a bulk exciton
the electron and a confined exciton for the hole we obtain
energy level shift in the DD bigger than 1.0 meV for di
tances up to 150 Å. It is therefore not crucial to get t
excited electron localized inside the QD’s, since from o
estimates any excited electron state can provide the ne
energy shift for distances up to 150 Å. It is also interesti
to note that the excited electron state which is split betw
the two dots gives an energy shift which is quite similar
what one would obtain by using two pointlike charges~each
of chargee/2) sitting in the center of the two dots~see Fig.
3!. This means that the pointlike approximation is quite go
for the localized excited electron state.

For the case whenDpÞDs , the STIRAP process is de
stroyed much sooner. Taking even a small nonzeroe[Dp
2Ds!1 one does not get a dark state any more. The z
eigenvalue moves to a value of the order ofṽ0

.2Vp
2e/Ve f f

2 which changes the dark stateua0& such that it
includes contributions from the leaky stateuX1&, which are
of the same order asṽ0. Since in this case the energy co
servation requirement is not fulfilled—i.e., the final and in
tial levels are not in resonance—in order to see if t
0-4
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FIG. 4. Difference of the shift of initial state
uL& and the final stateuR& of the STIRAP process
in the DD when there is an exciton in the QD a
a function of the distance from the QD~the dis-
tance is measured in the same way as descri
for Fig. 3!. Results are presented for Gaussi
and ‘‘pointlike’’ wave functions.
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STIRAP process takes place, one needs to compare the
ergy uncertainty of the pulse with the difference in the e
ergy shift of the initial and final states. Therefore the con
tion for the STIRAP to take place is given byet<1.25 Since
t510 ps, it would be enough to have the energy shift lar
than 0.5 meV. In Fig. 4 we show the difference in ener
between the initial stateuL& and the final stateuR& of the DD
when there is an exciton in the QD. This energy difference
much more susceptible to the existence of an exciton in
QD and is shown to be greater than 0.5 meV up to distan
of 300 Å between the QD and DD centers~for details of the
calculation see the Appendix!. The reason it is much easier t
detune the transition with respect to the initial and final sta
~hole in uL&, hole inuR&) rather than the initial~or final! state
with regards to the intermediate state is due to the differ
charge configurations. The intermediate, leaky, state (uX1&)
couples in a weaker way to an exciton in the QD since
detuning is basically due to a dipole-dipole interactio
whereas for the initial and final states the detuning is due
a charge-dipole interaction.

A possible alternative measurement scheme is the use
two-p-pulse process. In this process one would first exc
the system from the initial state to the intermediate, lea
state via ap pulse, then using a furtherp pulse drive the
system from the intermediate state to the final state, i.e.,
in right QD. There are two strong arguments in favor
using the STIRAP over this alternative idea. First of all
order to use the two-p-pulse method it is necessary to detu
it, i.e., detune one of the two transitions involving the inte
mediate state. Since the coupling of this state to the exc
state in the QD is weaker, this method of implementing
measurement would be less effective. Second in varianc
the STIRAP process using the two-p-pulse process would
involve the occupation of the intermediate, leaky, state, t
involving unwanted transitions, i.e., losses.

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have provided a measurement sch
which is fast compared to the short decoherence times t
cal of semiconductor implementation schemes of a quan
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computer. We have proposed the idea of a storage q
which is used to measure the quantum computer’s qubit s
and to store the information for a longer time so it can
extracted using conventional methods, e.g., using a S
~Refs. 4–6! or a point contact.8,9 A possible implementation
of a storage qubit using the stimulated Raman adiabatic
sage process was presented. This implementation sch
was shown to fulfill all the necessary requirements for a s
age qubit: the information is stored in the storage qubit fo
much longer time scale than in the qubit, and it is possible
perform a fast and reliable measurement of the qubit by
storage qubit.

There are some issues concerning the scalability of
specific implementation scheme suggested for a storage
bit. One could argue that having a double quantum dot a
small measuring device for each quantum computer q
might constitute a too strong constraint on the scalability
the quantum computer. This constraint on scalability is tw
fold: first one might question whether it is possible to a
range geometrically all these quantum dots and double qu
tum dots such that each quantum dot has a neighbo
double dot and still have the possibility for an operati
quantum computer. Second one might remark that qubits
difficult enough to construct and having such a measurem
scheme enlarges the difficulty by at least a factor of 2. Th
arguments are not overwhelming: first of all it is possible
conceive a geometrical configuration in which the quant
computer is arranged on a plane while the storage double
structures are located in planes above and below it. Ano
possibility is to consider measuring only certain qubits in t
quantum computer, i.e., specific quantum dots. The inform
tion can be transferred to these measurable quantum dots
cellular automaton sort of scheme.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATE OF THE SHIFT OF THE
TRANSITION FREQUENCY IN THE DD APPARATUS

In this appendix we first calculate the detuning of t
pump laser from resonance with theL-X1 transition, due to
the shifting of the energy levels in the DD, and then t
difference in the energy shift of the initial and final state
both due to the presence of an exciton in the ‘‘computin
QD ~CQD!. We begin by discussing the relative position
the two structures, the CQD and the DD: the presence of
hole stateuL& in the DD will modify, through a Coulomb
interaction, the length of the dipole in the CQD. In this r
spect, growing the DD on the QD substrate in the direct
opposite to the field, i.e., with the DD hole aligned and clo
to the CQD, electron than to the CQD hole, will induce
larger dipole in the CQD keeping the external field u
changed. This would affect in a positive way the quant
computing process since it could be used to enhance
biexcitonic shift between excitons in different CQD’s and
large biexcitonic shift is at the core of the quantum comp
ing scheme proposed in Ref. 3. Therefore this is the arran
ment we will consider in our calculations.

Since both structures~DD and CQD! are in the strong-
confinement regime—i.e., the typical length scale associa
with the harmonic potential is much smaller than the eff
tive Bohr radius—we can assume foruX1& the factorized
form uX1&5uL&uX&, where^r uX&5ce

dd(r )ch
dd(r ) consists of

a ground-state hole in the right QD@ch
dd(r )# and an excited

electron wave functionce
dd(r ). Similarly the exciton wave

function in the CQD structure will be factorized ascexc(r )
5ce

qd(r )ch
qd(r ), wherech(e)

qd (r ) is the hole@electron# single-
particle wave function.

It should be noted that the single-particle wave functio
we have defined are obtained solving the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion including the Coulomb interaction. As a first approxim
tion the effects of Coulomb interaction on bounded, lo
energy states, i.e., the hole states in the DD and on the s
in CQD, can be neglected. This is not the case for theexcited
electron wave functionce

dd(r ), whose shape is definitely in
fluenced by the Coulomb interaction with the two holes.

Due to the factorization described above, the transit
frequency shift will be given by the Coulomb interactio
between the CQD exciton anduX&; i.e., one does not need t
consider the change in the left hole stateuL& due to the state
uX&. The expression for the energy shift becomes

DE5DEX12DEL

5
e2

e E d3r 1E d3r 2E d3r 3

3E d3r 4uce
qd~r1!u2uch

qd~r2!u2uce
dd~r3!u2uch

dd~r4!u2

3S 1

ur12r3u
2

1

ur22r3u
2

1

ur12r4u
1

1

ur22r4u D , ~A1!

whereDEX1 andDEL are, respectively, the energy shifts
statesuX1& anduL& due to the existence of an exciton in th
CQD.
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To calculate the expression~A1!, we assume a three
dimensional Gaussian form for the ground-state sing
particle wave functionsce

qd , ch
qd , andch

dd . In the quantum
dot plane, in which the confining potential is modeled as
harmonic potential of frequency\v i

j , i 5e,h and j
5qd,dd, their width is given, as expected, byl i

j

5A\/miv i
j . The values used are\ve

qd(dd)530 meV for the
electron states~both in the CQD and the DD! and \vh

qd

524 meV for the hole state in the CQD and\vh
dd

55 meV for the hole state in the DD.20 In the growth di-
rectionz, in which the potential is modeled as a square w
largea, the width is taken to beA^z2&, where the average is
done over the ground state of the corresponding infin
square well. Replacing the wave functions in thez direction
by Gaussians in this way simplifies the calculations. This i
good approximation, since the difference between the
functions, i.e., single-particle wave function and Gauss
approximation, is very small. For the excited, delocalize
state ce

dd we consider two different possibilities, the firs
corresponding to a state only weakly bounded~by the con-
fining potentials! in the z direction, the second to a stat
bounded~only due to Coulomb interaction! in thez direction.
In the first case,ce

dd is modeled as the sum of two Gaussian
each on them centered in one of the two dots of the
structure. Their width in the in-plane directions is still give
by the confining harmonic potential, i.e.,l i

dd5A\/miv i
dd,

while in the growth direction~instead of usingA^z2&) it is
simply given by the box sizea. This choice accounts both fo
the wider spreading of the excited state and for the fact
the state is still confined by the DD wells. In the second ca
the in-plane structure ofce

dd remains the same, while itsz
component is a Gaussian centered in the middle of the
structure and of width 100 Å, i.e., roughly the effectiv
Bohr radius of the material.

In this approximation, the expression~A1! can be reduced
to the sum of two-dimensional integrals, which are nume
cally easy to calculate. The calculation of the transition f
quency shift~see Fig. 3! shows that, independently of th
choice force

dd , DE'1 meV when the distance between th
two structures CQD and DD is of the order of 150 Å.

The calculation of the difference in energy shifts of t
statesuL& and uR& is much simpler, since one has only
calculate the following expression:

DE5DEL2DER

5
e2

e E d3r 1E d3r 2E d3r 3uce
qd~r1!u2

3uch
qd~r2!u2~ uch

dd~r3!u22uc̃h
dd~r3!u2!

3S 1

ur12r3u
2

1

ur22r3u D , ~A2!

wherec̃h
dd(r ) is the ground-state hole wave function in th

right QD. Using the previous approximations, we obtain t
detuning of the final and initial states presented in Fig. 4 a
function of the distance between the CQD and DD.
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